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Background
Since 2013 the Sir Richard Williams Foundation seminars have focused on building an integrated
fifth generation force. Recent seminars have evolved from the acquisition of new platforms to the
process of shaping and better understanding the environment in which that integrated force will
prepare and operate. In doing so they have, among other things, highlighted the challenges of
making the strategic shift from counterinsurgency operations in Iraq and Afghanistan to higher tempo
and higher intensity operations involving peer competitors.
Within this context, the seminar in August 2018 focused on the importance of a joint approach to
building an independent and potent regional strike capability. The topic broadened to begin an
examination of new ways and means of enhancing sovereign options as part of an evolving deterrent
strategy. The August seminar began a process of looking at the evolution of Australian defence
capabilities through an increasingly sovereign lens and concluded there are some important choices
to be made if we are to maintain our capability edge and influence in the region.
Allies are crucial to the Australian concept of defence; however, the emerging strategic
circumstances demand it is vital we reconsider the ways and means of enhancing Australian
sovereignty to better contribute to our relationships and ensure a more sophisticated and
independent defence of Australian interests. During the 2019 seminars, the Sir Richard Williams
Foundation will develop this theme and address more broadly the question of how to look at the
evolution of the Australian Defence Force from the perspective of the sovereign lens and setting the
conditions for future success.

Aim of the Seminar
The first seminar will examine the question from an historical standpoint and focus on the importance
and challenges of sustaining an Australian Defence Force that can autonomously contribute to the
pursuit of Australia’s national interests in an increasingly challenging environment. A key element of
our thinking is to focus on the importance of our natural strategic strengths and reconsider Australian
territory and geography, as well as the near region, as an integral part of our deterrence posture.
This entails building the infrastructure and partnerships necessary to enable more effective mobility
so that Australian and partner territory can be used as a chessboard on which we are able to move
Australian forces, and upon which allied forces could operate in times of crisis as part of a broader
coalition engagement and sustainment strategy.
Enhanced Australian industrial sovereignty and sustainability is a core requirement of a secure and
sustained force in times of crisis, where the normal functioning of the global supply chain will be
deliberately targeted and disrupted. This will require an integrated strategy for preparedness,
operations and sustainment of the force enabled by appropriate industry policy to ensure the delivery
of a sovereign defence capability.
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Seminar Outline
This industrial policy must be closely aligned with defence policy, concepts and doctrine and will
require a new approach and attitude to partnerships and an increased emphasis on the combat
support and combat service support functions of the fifth-generation force. This will further develop
the Australian manoeuvre approach to warfighting but set in a much broader context than simply the
force elements.
The seminar will address the evolving Australian approach to building new capabilities and systems
with an expanded role for Australian industry as part of a broader alliance structure. A contemporary
example is how Army is building its unmanned aircraft capability through an innovative partnering
strategy with industry. Similarly, the seminar will address how Defence can be a better steward of
its major platforms by partnering with industry.
One such sector worthy of consideration by Australia is in emerging technologies and how these
might disrupt traditional concepts of supply chains and enhance Australia’s sovereign capabilities.
The development of an Australian-based research, design, manufacture, test and sustainment
capability is a realistic aspiration and provides sovereign capability which contributes significantly
within a broader alliance structure.
In particular, Australia can play a significant role in the development and production of 21st century
missiles and at the same time support the needs of core allies who could leverage evolving
Australian science and technology, test and experimentation ranges, and advanced manufacturing
capabilities within a sophisticated and diverse global supply chain. Above all, this will add diversity,
complexity and resilience to the Australian defence and security posture and provide additional
choice in the selection of the most appropriate ways and means of delivering a balanced suite of
defensive and offensive independent strike capabilities.
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DRAFT Program
(Draft 11 March 2019)

Time

Topic

Invited speakers

0800-0830

Registration and light breakfast

0830-0835

Welcoming remarks

AIRMSHL Geoff Brown AO (Retd)
Sir Richard Williams Foundation

Introduction and MC

GPCAPT Jason Begley CSM

0835-0900

Defence Self-Reliance and Plan B

Dr Alan Stephens OAM, UNSW Canberra

0900-0925

Defence self-reliance in Australian foreign
policy: why and so what?

Dr Andrew Carr, Strategic and Defence
Studies Centre, Australian National
University

0925-0950

Australian Defence policy in flux

Professor Brendan Sargeant, Strategic and
Defence Studies Centre, ANU College of
Asia and the Pacific

0950-1020

Panel session

Alan Stephens, Andrew Carr, Brendan
Sargeant

1020-1050

Break – Morning Tea

1050-1110

From tail to tooth: sustaining a self-reliant
ADF

LTCOL David Beaumont, Australian Army
School of Logistics Operations

1110-1130

Far from sanctuaries: sustaining a fifthgeneration fight in the Indo-Pacific

Donna Cain-Riva, Director Future Logistics
Capability – Air Force

1130-1150

Alternative sustainment: Army’s approach
to drones

LTCOL Keirin Joyce, UAS Army HQ

1150-1210

Platform stewardship: a CASG
perspective

WGCDR Alison MacCarthy, Heavy Airlift
Systems Program Office

1210-1240

Panel session

David Beaumont, Donna Cain-Riva, Keirin
Joyce, Alison MacCarthy

1240-1340
1340-1400

Break - Lunch
Industry Presentation

1400-1420

The UK Weapons Portfolio – successfully
providing Freedom of Action and
Operational Advantage

Mr Chris Stevens
Head of Air Domain MBDA

1420-1440

Countering hypersonics and self-reliance
through architecture design

BGen Kenn Todorov
VP Strategic Missile Defense and Counter
Hypersonic Programs
Jeome Dunn
Chief Architect, Counter Hypersonics

1440-1500

Raising Expectations – of ourselves, our
industry base and our forward ambitions

Shane Arnot Director Phantom Works
International Boeing

1500-1530

Panel Session – concluding thoughts

Industry presenters CA/CN/CAF/CJC (TBC)

1530-1540

Formal Close

AIRMSHL Geoff Brown AO (Retd)
Sir Richard Williams Foundation

TBA.
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